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Abstract
The New Philadelphia AR Tour is an historical mobile app that uses Augmented Reality technology to present the lost 19th
Century town of New Philadelphia, Illinois to visitors. New Philadelphia is a United States National Historic Landmark that is
historically significant as the first town in the United States to be founded by an African American. After being abandoned in the
early 20th Century, however, the site reverted to farmland. Today there are no visibly remaining buildings or artifacts. The app
enables visitors to view 3D reconstructions of buildings overlaid onto the current landscape in their original locations. The
historical buildings and artifacts are carefully reconstructed based on a collaboration between the author, the United States
National Park Service’s Network to Freedom Program and archaeologists from the Illinois State Museum. The project represents
an innovative model for interpreting historical sites that have traditionally been challenging to interpret, particularly when there is
an absence of remaining artifacts. The New Philadelphia AR Tour challenges the notion of what kind of historical site is worth
interpreting and what value or historical residue remains when there seems to be little that visually remains. Moreover the
project’s use of Augmented Reality and its minimal footprint help to address the dilemma often faced by those managing
historical sites of facilitating public access to a site at the risk of compromising site preservation.
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Screenshot from mobile device during New Philadelphia App testing

Historical Residue, an Augmented Reality App and the Exploration of the Lost Town of
New Philadelphia, Illinois
Does an historical site lose its significance or become less worthy of interpretation if there are no surviving buildings?
Can visual and multisensory representations give meaning to a bare landscape and 
disrupt our notion of which
locations have historical value? As a serious game designer and Assistant Professor in Game Design at Fitchburg State
University, I am seeking to address these questions through the medium of Augmented Reality in an ongoing project at
the New Philadelphia National Historic site. The project involves a collaboration with the United States National Park
Service’s Network to Freedom Program, the Illinois State Museum and descendants of Free Frank McWorter to create
an Augmented Reality app that allows visitors to walk through New Philadelphia, view reconstructed historical
buildings placed in their original locations and learn about the history of a lost 19th Century American frontier
community.
The story of New Philadelphia and its founder Free Frank McWorter is powerful, even biblical, in its narrative
arc—encompassing major themes in United States history including slavery, the Underground Railroad, the American
frontier and settlement of the West. In short, New Philadelphia is historically significant as the first town in the United
States to be founded, platted and registered by an African American. The founder, Free Frank McWorter, was a slave
who purchased his own freedom through money he had earned while being leased as a laborer. Free Frank moved west
from Kentucky into Illinois and purchased land which he then surveyed and sold as lots, in the process founding the
town of New Philadelphia. Free Frank used the proceeds from those lots to successively purchase the freedom of his

wife and later his children and grandchildren, all of whom had remained enslaved in Kentucky.1 Over the course of the
mid19th century, New Philadelphia grew modestly in size as a multiracial community of whites and blacks peaking
around 1870, however, the town was eventually abandoned in the early 20th Century and reverted to farmland (
Figure
1. 
).
The challenge today for historians and educators is how to interpret a site for visitors with little visibly
remaining besides the landscape. As the developer of the New Philadelphia AR Tour, and in line with the ISEA
Conference themes of 
Disruption and 
Residue
, I have sought to leverage the historical 
residue in New
Philadelphiawhich in this case is the landscape and terrain. Visitors to present day New Philadelphia are confronted
with an uninhabited landscape just as the community’s first settler Free Frank. In many ways they are able to
experience the site like Free Frank and imagine how they might build a new community. The app builds on that 
residue
by reconstructing the town and presenting it virtually through Augmented Reality.
As an artist and designer who has dealt extensively with historical subject matter for museum
installationbased exhibits (most recently for the Senator John Heinz History Center’s semipermanent exhibit 
From
Slavery to Freedom
), the New Philadelphia app was my first Augmented Reality project. The app builds on an
emerging form of mobile app developed in the area of cultural heritage and digital humanities that enables visitors, to
an historical landmark, to appreciate the existing environment while also accessing deeper locationspecific historical
and cultural information. A recent example of this includes 
Ghosts in the Garden
, an audio and locationbased
interactive that presents the colorful social history of a Georgian Pleasure Garden in Bath, England.2 Another example
is 
Jewish Time Jump: New York
, a mobile game that deals with Jewish labor activism in early 20th Century NY.3 In
both examples, users are able to explore both the location and information in a nonlinear manner. This was a feature
that I planned to incorporate into the New Philadelphia app early on.
I created the app using the Unity Game Engine which affords all of the 3D interactive graphics capability of a
3D game. In addition, I used a Unity AR package called Vuforia by Qualcomm which enables the project’s Augmented
Reality feature through image recognition of precisely oriented marker signs. The app uses marker signs located at
specific points within the site’s visitor path to accurately place historical structures. When visitors view a sign through
their mobile device, the app overlays 3D reconstructions of houses onto the current landscape (Figure 2.). The historical
buildings and artifacts were carefully reconstructed based on a collaboration with archaeologists from the State
Museum. Visitors also hear audio narration and sound effects which serve to recontextualize the existing landscape. A
schoolhouse, for instance, echoes with the sound of children playing. As of May 2015, the app reconstructs half of the
town and is in a testing phase. A beta version of the app is now available to the public for Android devices at Google
Play4. An iOS version will be released in September of 2015.
The app also presents the site’s less visible historical 
residue of archeological artifacts (many of which now
reside at the Illinois State Museum in Springfield) buried or recently uncovered in excavations. Visitors can encounter
virtual artifacts in the locations that they were found. These artifacts include a metal trivet, most likely created by one
of the community’s blacksmiths, a William Jennings Bryan campaign button, fragments of school slate boards and
pencils, broken dolls and many other items.
One of the challenges in reconstructing a lost historical location like New Philadelphia for the purpose of
historical interpretation, was in how to reimagine buildings and artifacts based on varying and limited information.
Over the course of the project, I gained access to plat maps of property blocks and recent archeological survey maps
(
Figure 3.
). These sources contained information on building locations and in some cases the building footprints.
However, information on the buildings’ exteriors varied from nonexistent to rough handsketches drawn from memory
by previous inhabitants as was the case for the Louisa McWorter House (
Figure 4.
). As a result, in consultation with
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historians and archeologists from the Illinois State Museum, I decided to represent those buildings for which I had
information on the exterior appearance in high detail. Other buildings that lacked information, but for which we knew
existed in particular parcels, were represented with “graybox” house models. In this way, I devised a system for
presenting historical artifacts in a way that reflected the veracity and degree of source information.
As an active archeological site, the New Philadelphia project seeks to address issues relating to historical
preservation and interpretation that can apply to a number of other historically significant locations. For example, how
can an historical site, in which archeological work is planned or ongoing be interpreted or presented to the public
without damaging and compromising the site? The building of ghost structures (a proposal still being considered) has
the potential to disturb the soil and destroy remaining artifacts. While sites like New Philadelphia can improve their
funding prospects by expanding public access, the very means of historical interpretation can endanger or compromise
the site itself. An augmented reality tour on the other hand can leave a minimal footprint as it requires small signs for
positioning virtual buildings.
While New Philadelphia on the surface may appear to be an isolated rural landmark with limited appeal for
visitors, it has the potential to connect 2 important historical sitesHannibal, MO (the birthplace of Mark Twain) and
Springfield, IL (the home of Abraham Lincoln). New Philadelphia is positioned between both locations on Illinois’
Route 72. With adequate interpretation, New Philadelphia has the potential to help create a historical corridor for
visitors both geographically and thematically given the significance of both Mark Twain and Abraham Lincoln to the
African American experience.
Finally, as Frank McWorter’s direct descendant Dr. Gerald McWorter, a Professor of African American
Studies at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
, noted at a recent field test of the App, the history of New
Philadelphia can serve as a beacon of hope for both AfricanAmericans and Whites in its experience of peaceful
coexistence and acceptance (
Figure 5.
). This is especially pertinent today in the wake of Michael Brown in Ferguson
(less than a 2 hour drive away from the site) and Eric Garner in New York City.
For more information on the New Philadelphia AR Tour app visit:
http://studioamakawa.com/thenewphiladelphiaartourapp/
Please note: below are links to short video clips of the first onsite field testing of the New Philadelphia app conducted
by designer Jon Amakawa, New Philadelphia Association Board Members and Free Frank direct descendant Dr. Gerald
McWorter on December 13, 2014.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4HzgbP2exE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jnz6dPC7IJo

Figure 1. New Philadelphia in June 2014. Photo by Jon Amakawa

Figure 2. Screenshot from mobile device during New Philadelphia app testing

Figure 3. 1836 Plat Map of New Philadelphia

Figure 4. Sketch of the Louisa McWorter house by Lorraine “Larry” Burdick in the 1930s. Courtesy of the Pike County
Historical Society

Figure 5. New Philadelphia Association Board members and Free Frank descendant Gerald McWorter field testing the app

Figure 6. Screenshot from mobile device during New Philadelphia app testing

